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The Marriage of Figaro

(Figaro the Magical Chef)
music: w.a. mozart; music map: d. ziolkoski
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The Marriage of Figaro
(Figaro the Magical Chef)
music: w.a. mozart; lyrics d. ziolkoski
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The Marriage of Figaro

Figaro the Magical Chef

(Figaro the Magical Chef)
music: mozart

In a small restaurant high up in the mountains,
there lived an amazing chef named Figaro who
was always creating new, healthy soup recipes. His
recipes were not ordinary recipes, however. They
were magical ones!
If you ate one of his extraordinary bowls of
soup, you would often grow very tall and strong.
Sometimes, you would even get amazing powers
that no one else had. These were always good
powers, as he was a very good, kind chef.
One day, while working on a new recipe, Chef
Figaro added all sorts of very tasty and healthy
garden vegetables along with some very strange
spices and seasonings. Broccoli, carrots, red peppers,
spinach, and yams were just a few of Chef Figaro’s
favourite vegetables that he always used. While
he worked he sang, “nom-a-nom-a-nom, nom-anom-a nom-a-nom-a-nom.” (Sing Section A while
pretending to move your hands very quickly, adding
in all sorts of spices.) He worked incredibly quickly!
He then sang, “Stir it up! Stir it up!” and while he
stirred he smelled the delicious aroma of his soup!
When he was finished, he was so proud of his new
creation that he sang out, “Come taste my soup! It
is the best! It is so good! Nom-a-nom, nom-a-nom,
nom-a-nom, nom-a-nom.”
So many people started to gather around to taste
his new soup that Chef Figaro decided he had better
make another batch! As he cooked, he sang, “Nom-anom…” (Repeat song from the beginning.)
Everyone was very anxious to try his soup. They
all knew of the magical powers they could get from a
little taste!
Chef Figaro began handing out bowls of soup.
People ate and ate as quickly as they could, for they
believed that the more they ate, the stronger and
more magical they would become. Some people even
ate with two spoons! It turned into an eating frenzy!
They sang, “Doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo…”
and they ate, and ate, until something disgusting
happened. (He burped!)
Would you like to taste Chef Figaro’s soup? Let’s
see if we can make some together.

Goal
To familiarize students with the opening theme of
“Marriage of Figaro” in three thirty-minute lessons.
Students will sing, dance, and play along with the
introductory section of the music.
Related Concepts
Experience contrasting sound and movement
qualities (Presto, Legato, Accents, crescendo,
dynamics, piano, forté, fortissimo, light and heavy
sound qualities).
Suggested Themes
Health and nutrition, cooking, Thanksgiving harvest.
Materials required
cd, class-sized music map, non-pitched percussion
instruments (if available), conductor’s hat and wand
(optional).
Formation
Scattered, seated on the floor.
Suggested Props
A big soup pot, a wooden spoon, a few spices
brought from home, and a clear shaker with a little
sparkling glitter (Chef Figaro’s Magic Dust).

Lesson One
Objective
Read students the story “Figaro the Magical Chef.”
Suggested Teaching Process
Read students the story “Figaro the Magical Chef.”
*Refer to the music, cd or dvd so that you may add
singing parts right into your storytelling. This makes the
story much more entertaining!
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• Ask students if they would like to join you in
Chef Figaro’s kitchen. Together, pretend to open
up his great spice cupboard where he stores
all his best spices. What spices do you see?
What spices do the children see? Are there any
vegetables you could add that are very healthy?
What are they?
• Remind the children that Chef Figaro was a
very busy chef, and that he always did things
at a very fast pace. Ask the children if they
know what special word means ‘fast’ in music?
(Presto)
• Ask the children to listen as you sing through
Section A using the syllables “nom-a-nom-anom…” While doing so, pretend to get all types
of spices, seasonings, and vegetables from your
cupboards and add them into your big pot of
make-believe soup right in front of you. Since
the music is fast, do this in a fast, frenzied way.
• Ask the children to join you. Sing the section
through with them, with everyone acting like
crazy, magical chefs in a fluster of activity!
• Have the children listen as you sing Section B
aloud, “Stir it up! Stir it up!” Pretend to stir while
smelling the soup’s aroma. Ask the class what
they think might be happening here. Does this
section sound as fast as the first? (No, slower.)
Tell students the term for slow is “lento.” Does
it sound choppy? How does it sound? (Smooth.)
Let them know this section is legato, or very
smooth.
• Ask students to try stirring their soup with you
as you sing, “Stir it up! Stir it up!” together. Then
try singing both sections together.
• Chef Figaro was so excited about his amazing
tasting soup that he started to sing for joy using
his forté voice! Have the students listen as you
sing the next section to these words, “Come
taste my soup! It is so good! It is the best! Noma-nom-nom-a-nom-nom-a-nom-nom-a nom!”
• While you are singing, raise both hands in the
air, accentuating the pulse on the words “Come,
taste, soup, good, and best.” Sing as if you are a
crazy chef overly excited about his/her soup! On
“nom-a-nom…” add in a few extra spices so it
tastes to perfection.

• Discuss what types of sounds those words
were. Were they fast, slow, soft, loud? Perhaps
a combination—loud, heavy, accented sounds,
followed by fast descending ones. On the “noma-nom” part that follows, students can rub their
tummies as if anticipating that it will taste very
yummy. Practice this together, and then review it
from the top.
• Tell the children that you happened to have a
tape recorder in your pocket when you were
visiting Chef Figaro’s restaurant and managed
to tape the real music that just happened to be
composed by Chef Figaro’s favourite composer,
Mozart. Ask students if they would like to hear
the real music.
• Play the cd, asking the children to softly sing
along with the music. Play it a second time,
asking the children to stand up so they can
move freely about the room when singing. Sing
and move from the beginning, to the end of the
second section C. (Play A B C A B C.)
• Before playing Section D, mime the chef handing
out the bowls of soup, saying, “Yum,” when
placing the bowl down. Move your arms from
high to low just like the descending runs of the
music (five times). See if the students can guess
what you are doing.
• Explain to the students that Chef Figaro handed
out bowls of soup to all his customers, because
he wanted to share it with everyone! Ask
students to try this with you, just singing the
descending little runs on nonsense syllables
(doo-doo-doo-doo…).
• Explain to the children that the customers got
so excited that they started to eat as quickly as
possible—even using two spoons! It was a real
eating frenzy! (Keep pretending to eat until the
final chord of that section.) Ask the students to
try this section with you, first handing out bowls
like Chef Figaro, then pretending to eat the soup
in a crazy, fast way.
• Try Section D with the music. Is this section
loud or soft? (Loud) Ask the children if they
remember what the special word for very loud is
in music? (Fortissimo) What is the word for soft?
(Piano) Does the music get louder and louder?
Tell students we call this a crescendo. The very
last exciting part seems to be fortissimo and
presto fast! Review from the beginning.
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Lesson Two

Suggested Instrumentation
• If available, a few maracas,
triangles, and hand drums may
be used to accompany the
music. Feel free to adapt, using
whatever instruments may be at your
disposal. Just remember that you
need to match up the instruments
with the sound qualities of each
section.
• Place the instruments in the middle
of the circle and play each one for
the children. Then ask them which
instrument best fits each of the sound
qualities: presto (quick shakes of the maracas),
legato (long, sustained sound of the triangle),
and forté, accented/heavy sounds (playing hand
drum with the mallet).
• Demonstrate how the instruments can be
played with each part. Depending on how
many instruments and students you have,
place the corresponding number of students
to instruments into three small groups to fit
sections A, B, and C. (Section A: maracas, etc.) Do
not worry about Section D at this point.
• Students who are not in an instrument group
are the chefs. It works well when they are
grouped in the middle of the circle with the
other groups surrounding them.
• Before beginning, remind the students of their
tasks, making certain they all understand their
parts. For the students who are playing the
hand drums on the accented Section C, they can
stomp/march to the accents while playing their
part, if they like. This will help reinforce the
sound qualities.
• Play, sing, and dance from the beginning. You
may like to just sing through it the first time and
use the cd the second time.

Objective
To add in non-pitched percussion instruments to all
sections of the “Marriage of Figaro.” Introduce, and
conduct through, the music on a music map.
Materials required
Non-pitched percussion instruments such as
maracas, triangles, and hand drums with mallets (if
available). Class-sized music map, cd.
Formation
In a circle, seated on the floor.
Suggested Teaching Process
• Review what has been learned up to this point.
Ask the children if they remember who Chef
Figaro’s favourite composer is; then take a few
moments to review a few highlights of Mozart’s
life.
• Together, discuss what happened in the four
sections of “Marriage of Figaro.”
• Do the students remember the special words
that helped describe Sections A, B, C, and D?
(A: Presto; B: Legato; C: Forté-Accented; D:
crescendo to ff-Presto.)
• Review from the beginning, singing and moving
with the cd accompaniment.
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• On the descending runs of Section D, all
instruments can play on accents “Yum.”
• For the finale of Section D, when everyone is
‘double spooning’ in an eating frenzy, have
all the instruments play along. This will also
reinforce the fuller orchestra sound and the
dynamic fortissimo.
• Take time to listen to that section before playing,
and ask the children what they think they could
do to create a fuller sound here. Perhaps they
would like to move along to this part while they
play. Let them create the movement for this
special ending on their own.

• Have the children take out their conducting
fingers, and ask them to conduct in the air as
you conduct through the map.
• The children can sing along with you as together
you conduct through the map. Demonstrate
how the map works by just singing the first
time through, and using the cd the second time
through.
• When the children are really secure with how
the map works, ask volunteers to come up and
conduct for the class.
Conductor’s Top Hat and Wand
• Use a special black top hat and a special wand
for the children to conduct with. This makes
conducting very special and fun for everyone!

Introduce the music map
• Ask the children to take a seat on the floor in
front of the class-sized music map.
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Arts & Crafts

Marriage of Figaro
music: mozart
Magical Shakers
Required supplies: old greeting cards, permanent markers, film canisters or a variety
of containers, rice or beans, glue
1. Cut out pictures from old greeting cards and trim them to the size of a 35mm plastic film canister.
2. Glue the pictures on the outside of the canisters or decorate the canister with
permanent markers.
3. Put either rice or beans into the canister and close the lid.
Shake to the beat of the Marriage of Figaro and follow the music map.
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born in Salzburg, Austria, in 1756. The Mozart house
was a very musical one. Wolfgang’s father, Leopold Mozart, was a composer and a
violinist.
When Wolfgang’s sister, Nannerl, was seven, she began lessons on the clavier (a
small keyboard). Wolfgang’s father let him listen to her lessons while he played, but
always told him that he was too little to take lessons himself.
One day, however, Mozart played one of his sister’s pieces without ever having
taken a single lesson! By the age of four he could play anything his sister played, and
also compose music of his own. Wolfgang also became an excellent violinist. Without
having taken even one lesson, he picked up the violin and played it like an expert. He
was an amazing little boy.
Wolfgang’s father planned a tour with both his children. Wolfgang and his sister
performed together, charming everyone in the land. They were even invited to play
for the king and queen! Mozart was especially talented and charming. He had a great
sense of humour, and loved making people laugh!
One day, while giving a concert for the king, Mozart played so well that the king
thought he was tricking him. The king didn’t believe it was possible for such a young
child to play so well. So, right before Mozart was about to play the clavier, the king
pulled out a black cloth and placed it over the keyboard so that Mozart couldn’t see
the keys. Then he asked Mozart to play.
Mozart just laughed, since it didn’t make any difference to him whether the keys
were covered or not. He started to play, and he played his piece perfectly, without
missing a note! The king couldn’t believe it!
When Mozart grew older, people didn’t seem to find him so cute anymore. They
got used to him composing such amazing music, so many of them stopped going to
his concerts, and he became quite poor.
Mozart had great parties and bought many beautiful clothes, but he often forgot
to save for important things! When he was just thirty-five years old, Mozart got very
sick and died. There was no money for a funeral or a cross for his grave, but many
years later the people of Vienna built a great monument in his memory.
Today, Mozart is still one of the greatest musicians ever to have lived! People from
all over the world listen to and love his music.
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